front and feed the young birds without those apprehensive glances over the shoulder at the camera, in which nesting birds usually indulge. It was feeding the young birds on small, almost round, slugs about the size of a match head. I quickly became aware that I could touch the bird as it approached or hung on the nest, and from that it was an easy step to taking the bird in my hand. The bird's movements were exceedingly quick and any photographs taken with 1-25th second exposure showed movement. Two pictures, when only 1-50th second exposure was given, suffered from under-exposure, the early morning light being insufficient.
The following Sunday I visited the nest at about 10.30 a.m. From the constant movements of the hen bird feeding the young, in and out of the nest, and on account of the growth of the fledglings, the nest was losing its trim shape a little and the aperture was much enlarged. The four young birds were now about five days old and were already well covered. The hen bird was as assiduous as before and returned to the nest every four or five minutes. The food was now chiefly field-crickets in the larval stage, with an occasional green caterpillar and once a green moth. The bird practically disregarded me and the camera and fed the youngsters unhurriedly and, presumably, without fear. She removed excreta on about one occasion out of each three visits and consumed it before leaving the nest. Although I was only a few inches away I could not see if the excreta were removed from the floor and walls of the nest, because the adult bird practically blocked the entrance from my view, but she did not lean far into the nest to obtain it on any occasion, and I had the impression that the young birds themselves picked it up and "handed" it to her. This is only assumption, of course, and although I peered at the nest from the distance of a few inches, time after time, when the action took place, I could not make certain.
Immediately the bird had fed the young it flew away and, as its approach to the nest was rapid and as it poked its head into the opening immediately it reached the nest, I usually found it impossible to act quickly enough to take a photograph before its head became obscured. This I overcame by blocking the entrance with black paper. The bird then hung on to the front of the nest and also made attempts to force an entrance through the bottom and the sides of the structure. It "chirped" occasionally whilst thus engaged, although otherwise silent whilst actually at the nest. On two occasions I kept the nest blocked for as long as five minutes and each time the bird itself ate the "offering" at the end of that period and then departed for more. I was able, of course, to obtain as many photographs as I wished. I simply sat or knelt on the ground right at the nest tussock and manipulated the camera as necessary and the bird came and went unconcernedly. The black paper blocking the nest is apparent in the accompanying photographs.
The male bird did not visit the nest. Distinguishable by his golden crown, he could be seen, and heard, flying around nearby or sitting on a small wattle about fifty feet away. A favourite occupation of his was flying in circles above the nest, with his peculiar vibrating flight, and calling the while. On a few occasions he came to a point about ten feet from the nest and once a little closer, this last time being the occasion for an "altercation" with both birds scolding harshly.
Prior to blocking the nest I had attempted to ensure the hen's remaining in proximity to the nest by taking from it the food it had for the young, catching the bird for the purpose. This action did have the result, to some extent, of keeping the bird around the nest, but it then hopped about quickly as if distressed at the robbery. On a few occasions it retook the food from me when proffered, but sometimes refused it and flew away. I tried photographing it away from the nest by placing it on a convenient grass blade, but immediately I released it and before I could get my hand away so that it would not be photographed too, most likely out of focus, the bird moved. In order to show how indifferent was the bird to human interference I took a few photographs showing my wife touching the bird.
I can support all that Givens wrote concerning the Fantail-Warblers in the district-their calls, method of approach by forcing a way through the tussock where the nest is built, creeping in like a mouse, the flight and general habits. They certainly appear to obtain the bulk of their food on the ground. It only remains for me to record of my special bird that on January 22, when I visited the nest again, the young birds, at eleven days old, were well marked and capable of fluttering away with a motion something just less than flight, but more than a mere progress along the ground aided by outspread wings. That afternoon, with six other people within a few feet, the hen still allowed me to touch her and close my hand around her, although her visits to the nest were then at about twenty minutes intervals only.
The nest was formed chiefly of small pieces of the tussock grass with a few other grasses woven in. No leaves of any plant were used. It was lined with thistledown. The bird did not bring additional lining to the nest whilst I watched -and such an action would have been unnecessary, considering the superlatively-cosy and complete appearance of the structure.
The Gould commemorative number will be issued, if sufficient material is available, in October next, not July.
